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Abstract - With the rapid growth of online website individuals generate and consume a large amount of online information. Because of large amount of item information on website, customer has face difficulty in selection of items. Recommendation Systems provide a solution to this. Recommendation System improves website quality by providing Intelligence recommender system and User Experience by providing web personalization retrieving recommended items of personal interests. In this paper we propose a model of Recommendation systems for websites like online music, booking website for movies, online watch movies, News websites, Online Book Store, Online Library, Tours and Travelling Websites. Our work improves Neighborhood Restricted rule based Recommender System (NRRS++) by adding user personal interest retrieved from social networking sites. Users of the site require account in social networking site.

Index Terms - Recommender Systems, Social site profile, Web Personalization

I. INTRODUCTION

A major limitation of a rule-based recommender system is the problem of reduced coverage (Lin et al.2002, Gedikli & Jannach 2010). This phenomenon is generally caused due to the usage of a single global min sup threshold in the mining process, which leads to the effect that no rules involving rare items can be found. To confront the problem, researchers have introduced Neighborhood-Restricted rule-based Recommender System (NRRS) (Gedikli & Jannach 2010) using multiple min sups framework (Liu 1999). The NRRS uses an Apriori-like algorithm known as Improved Multiple Support Apriori.IMS Apriori (Kiran & Reddy 2009) to discover frequent item sets and a tree-structure known as Extended Frequent Item set graph (EFI-graph) to store the rules and recommend products to the users.

- In the multiple min sups framework, each item in the database requires a min sup like constraint known as minimum item support (MIS). The methodology to specify items’ MIS values is an open research problem in this framework.
- The frequent item sets discovered with the multiple min sups framework do not satisfy the anti monotonic property. This increases the search space, which in turn increases the computational cost of mining the frequent item sets. In addition, IMSApriori suffers from the performance problems involving the generation of huge number of candidate item sets and multiple scans on the database. Thus NRRS is a computationally expensive recommender system.
- It has also been observed that NRRS can recommend uninteresting items to the users. Further details on this issue are discussed in later parts of this paper.

Kiran & Reddy makes an effort to improve the performance of NRRS. The key contributions are as follows:

- An improved NRRS using the relative support measure (Yun et al. 2003) has been proposed to confront the coverage problem. We call it as NRRS++.
- An improved EFI-graph structure, called EFI growth++, has been introduced to improve the recommendations.
- Experimental results on the real-world datasets demonstrate that NRRS++ can provide better recommend.[1]

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Masaru Kitsuregawa et al. proposed an effective and efficient rule-based recommender system known as NRRS++ to confront the coverage problem that persists in the conventional rule-based recommender systems. It also solves the problem of rare items. Due to this problem the items which have less number of transactions never recommended to the user same way the new item is also never recommended to the users. It find out the reason behind the problems in traditional recommendation systems is single minimum support. So it introduced multiple minimum supports in a new system. [1]

In [8] proposed a framework that seamlessly incorporates the type of user and product maturity into existing recommendation algorithms. They apply Bass model to classify each user as either an innovator or imitator according to his/her previous purchase behavior. In addition, we introduce the concept of tipping point of a user. This tipping point refers to the point on the product maturity curve beyond which the user is likely to be more receptive to purchasing the product. They also studied the effect of maturity in relation to product taxonomy, new products, innovator users and imitator users.
One of research introduced trust/reputation systems are one of the solutions to deal with this problem with the help of personalized services. These systems suggest items to the user by estimating the ratings that user would give to them. In this paper, a trust-based recommendation system where agents reach information and filter them using their trust relationships is proposed. The system uses the ideas presented in for recommending movies. This system uses reliability measure and estimated scores for giving better recommendations. [6]

In [7] develop a novel product recommender system called METIS, a MErchanT Intelligence recommender System, which detects users' purchase intents from their micro blogs in near real-time and makes product recommendation based on matching the users’ demographic information extracted from their public profiles with product demographics learned from reviews. Unlike traditional product recommender systems which are often designed for some specific e-commerce websites and can only make recommendations when users are performing e-commerce activities in those websites, our system is not constrained by any particular e-commerce website and can make instantaneous product recommendations to users who have expressed their purchase intents in micro blogs.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Problem Identification

There are some factors that degrade performance of recommendation algorithms.

- Recommend Uninteresting Items - NRRS++ use the multiple minimum support so it increase coverage area for recommending items that will improve more probability of recommending uninteresting items.
- Ignore Personal Interests - NRRS++ ignore personal interest of user. It uses the database of users which have the similar interests of yours. So prediction is done on base of interests of other users. The persons have individual likes and dislikes for various items. So we can’t predict accurately using this method.

System work flow

In above work flow we have taken sample of Movie Lens data and Online Watch Movies as a Website. User requires to login using facebook account. Then we get the user interested categories from user’s facebook profile then we use NRRS++ algorithm to get recommendation for movies. Now we remove uninteresting movies by comparing NRRS++ result movie category with facebook profile user interested category. We also added two more categories Music and Books in our Implementation. Music and Books also have the same workflow as Movies.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

Figure 2. Login using Facebook Account in website

Figure 3. Website requests for access of user profile
Figure 4. List of Recommended Movies using Proposed Method

Figure 5. List of Recommended Songs using Proposed Method
Figure 6. List of Recommended Books using Proposed Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chetan Bhagat - 2 States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifty Shades of Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book Thief, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labyrinth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow of the Wind, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kita Runnak, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS, I Love You</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Island</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Compare Precision and Recall of NRRS++ and Proposed Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Precision (NRRS++)</th>
<th>Precision (Proposed)</th>
<th>Recall (NRRS++)</th>
<th>Recall (Proposed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Movie Dataset</td>
<td>46.15%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>35.85%</td>
<td>38.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Dataset</td>
<td>52.31%</td>
<td>55.38%</td>
<td>38.92%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book Dataset</td>
<td>49.23%</td>
<td>50.15%</td>
<td>36.92%</td>
<td>42.31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We have taken sample of “Online Watch Movies, Music and Books” as sample website and “Movie Lens dataset” as sample dataset for Movies. Music and Books create a Test Dataset as Database by downloading data. User has to use their facebook account to login in our website shown in Fig 2. After login into website using facebook account user will redirect to the next page in facebook website where it will ask for permission to access their basic profile data and Video activity, Music Activity and Book activity shown in Fig 3. After user gave permission website will retrieve basic profile and user likes. Now if we want to access Movies Web page then it will gives you movies recommendation using Proposed Method shown in Fig 4. If we want to access Music Web page then it will gives you songs recommendation using Proposed Method shown in Fig 5. If we want to access Books Web page then it will gives you Books recommendation using Proposed Method shown in Fig 6.

In Fig 7, we compare results, Precision and Recall using both algorithms. We calculate Precision and Recall for Movies, Music and Books using NRRS++ algorithm. We also calculate Precision and Recall for Movies, Music and Books using proposed algorithm. It shows that Proposed Method is give better recommendation than NRRS++ algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In recommendation system the major problem is recommendations of uninteresting items and ignoring personal interests. We review many algorithms of recommendation for efficient recommendation. Using social profile we got the personal interests and improve NRRS++ algorithm by removing uninteresting items and showing items of personal user interests. So we can provide the complete set of recommending items on base of user’s personal interests only.

We prove here that by adding knowledge of facebook user profile personal interests like movies, music and books in NRRS++ algorithm we can provide better Recommendation. We apply both algorithms on Movie lens dataset, Music Test Dataset and Books dataset and Calculate Precision and Recall. Final Result is shown in Fig 7. It shows that proposed method is better for recommendation than NRRS++

In future work, enhance this algorithm for other categories and use other social networking like twitter and cover more categories with this algorithm.
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